ABSTRACT A successive cancellation list (SCL) decoder with the assistance of a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) can provide competitive decoding performance for polar codes compared with the state-of-theart codes. In this paper, we adopt a bit-flip algorithm for the CRC-assisted SCL decoder to further improve the error-correcting performance. We first introduce a new bit-flip criterion for the SCL decoder. To support this criterion, we give the metric to identify the positions that need to be flipped. To verify the superiority of the proposed bit-flip criterion, we also consider a kind of SCL-flip decoder whose criterion is very similar with the existing one and we will prove that its performance is worse than the decoder with the proposed bit-flip criterion. The simulation results show that the decoder with the proposed bit-flip criterion outperforms both the standard CRC-assisted SCL decoder and the existing SCL-based bit-flip decoder.
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar codes can achieve the symmetric capacity of binary-input discrete memoryless channels under successive cancellation (SC) decoder as the code length goes to infinite [1] . However, at the more practical code lengths, SC decoder cannot provide satisfactory decoding performance for polar codes compared with the state-of-art codes [2] . To overcome this defect, successive cancellation list (SCL) decoder was proposed in [3] which can reserve L most reliable decoding candidates (or paths) in its list size. SCL decoder is verified to approach the maximum likelihood (ML) performance of polar codes, even for moderate list size (L ≥ 8). To assist the final path choosing, [3] , [4] adopted a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for SCL decoder. This CRC-assisted SCL (Ca-SCL) decoder enables polar codes to be competitive with the other modern codes.
SC-flip (SCFlip) algorithm, originally proposed in [5] , is an approach which can both improve the performance of SC decoding and avoid the large storage overhead of SCL decoding. It is composed of a standard SC decoder and a bit-flip mechanism. As long as the standard SC decoding fails, SCFlip decoder will search the first error bit and flip it in a new decoding attempt. Besides, some algoThe associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zesong Fei.
rithms are further proposed to enhance the original SCFlip decoder. References [6] - [8] proposed various methods to reduce the search scope. Using the error pattern obtained by Monte-Carlo simulations, [6] , [7] showed that only a fraction of bits need to be considered for flipping. Based on theoretical analysis, [8] introduced a critical set which with high possibility involves the first error. To correct the failed decoding frame that can only be corrected by flipping more than one bit, some techniques are proposed, such as progressive SCFlip decoder [8] , dynamic SCFlip decoder [9] , [10] and partitioned SCFlip decoder [11] .
Actually, the bit-flip algorithm, which is similar with the ordered statistic decoding [12] , can act as an adjustable trade-off between performance and complexity in the worst case. This can also benefit SCL decoder. In [13] , a type of SCL-based bit-flip algorithm has been proposed by modifying the critical set defined in [8] .
In this work, we propose a SCL-flip (SCLFlip) decoder by using a new bit-flip criterion which focuses on the position where the correct decoding trajectory is eliminated from the list size. Unlike SCFlip decoder (including its enhanced algorithms [6] - [11] ), which only uses the final decoding result to determine the bits to be flipped, the proposed bit-flip criterion can fully use all the decoding trajectories generated in the whole initial SCL decoding process. This can improve efficiency of searching the bit that needs to be flipped. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as following
• We proposed a new bit-flip criterion to apply the bit-flip algorithm to SCL decoder (called SCLFlip decoder).
• The bit-flip metric of the proposed SCLFlip decoder is given. The metric is further simplified when L ≤ 8.
• A more straightforward SCLFlip decoder (S-SCLFlip), whose bit-flip criterion is similar with that of the SCFlip decoder, is proposed along with its bit-flip metric. We will prove that the performance of S-SCLFlip is inferior to SCLFlip decoder. This verifies the superiority of the proposed bit-flip criterion. Furthermore, simulation results also show that the decoder with the proposed bit-flip criterion outperforms both the standard CRC-assisted SCL decoder and the existing SCL-based bit-flip decoder.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. POLAR CODES
In this paper, we use u i j , with j < i, to denote the vector u j , u j+1 , . . . , u i . Polar code of length N = 2 n , n = 1, 2, . . ., can be encoded by
where G is the generator matrix created by n-th Kronecker power of the polarization kernel matrix F = 1 0
1 is the sequence of coded bits, and u N 1 is the sequence of input bits which includes K information bits and N − K frozen bits. Information bits are assigned to the more reliable polarized bit-channels with indices (or positions) in the information set A ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N }. Frozen bit is sent through the polarized bit-channel with index i / ∈ A and in practical usually fixed to 0.
Using SC decoder, ∀i ∈ A, u i is estimated by its decoding
), with Y the LLR vector of the received data andû i−1 1 the previous decoded trajectory.
B. SUCCESSIVE CANCELLATION FLIP DECODING
SCFlip decoder adopts an r-bit CRC to concatenate with the polar code. If decoding errors are detected by CRC, T new decoding attempts are initiated. The only difference between the new decoding attempt and the standard SC decoding is that the former will flip one hard decision of the latter. The metric associated with flipping u i is expressed as M (i) = |L i |, with i ∈ A. Thereafter, [10] optimized the metric as follows
with α the constant designed by Monte-Carlo simulations. Let E i denote the event that just after the i-th decoding step, the correct decoding trajectory (i.e., the first i bits of correct path) is eliminated from the reserved candidates, i.e., u i−1 1
III. BIT-FLIP ALGORITHM FOR SCL DECODER
. When E i occurs, it is arduous and unnecessary to recognize which single eliminated candidate is correct and should be given priority to be recovered in L i .
Thus, for any i ∈ A, we propose a bit-flip criterion for SCL decoder that if E i occurred, all the L candidates in L i should be replaced by the corresponding L eliminated paths in a new decoding attempt. The remaining bits are still decoded by standard SCL algorithm. Under this criterion, the attempt associated with flipping u i is denoted by SCL(i). Especially, the initial attempt is denoted by SCL(0).
Unlike SC decoder, when referring to a decoding path of the SCL decoder, one has to indicate the decoding step and its order in the path list to avoid the confusion. For 
is null list since no path is eliminated at that position, with A 0 ⊂ A the set of log 2 L smallest indices in A (i.e., the indices of the first log 2 L information bit-channels).
Besides, letû
be the vector of the first k bits of the l-th decoding path generated at the j-th decoding step under SCL(i). In other words, it is a vector composed of the first k bits ofû
is not always equal toû k l [i] . Especially, if the value in the square bracket is 0, the corresponding notation is related to SCL(0), e.g., L j [0] is the reserved path list of SCL(0) at the j-th decoding step.
, respectively. For any j ∈ A, no loss of generality, we assume that the 2L temporary paths satisfy PM
where
1 . ∀l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}, the relation between SCL(i) and SCL(0) is given as follows
. Therefore, if one replaces the original reserved path list L i [0] with the eliminated path list L i [0], correct trajectory can be recovered in the candidate list. Meanwhile, the other paths, which can be seen as the interference for the correct path, are further punished by higher PM.
B. METRIC FOR PROPOSED BIT-FLIP CRITERION
Based on the proposed bit-flip criterion, we should identify the position where the correct decoding trajectory is erased. This means to give a metric for evaluating the probability of E i , denoted by Pr (E i ), ∀i ∈ A. In SCL(0), we have
where the step (a) is based on the definition of E i . Note that for h ∈ A 0 one has Pr
by recalling the definition of PM given in [14] :
Note that only the information bits are taken into consideration for flipping since the frozen bits are bound to be decoded correctly. Therefore, for any j / ∈A, we can assume that Pr(û
or Pr E j = 0. Meanwhile, it is worth mentioning that this assumption can be used only in searching the bit-flip position for SCLFlip decoder and it is not tenable in SCL decoder. This is becauseû j = 1 is an established fact when calculating the bit-flip metric, but it is not in SCL decoding. Under this assumption, for any i∈A, the proposed SCLFlip decoder follows that
where g(x) = exp(−x), PM i l+L [0] 0 = 0, and the other PM values are calculated by Eq.(2) which is the approximating solution of Eq.(7). By a simple derivation, we have 
Let A − A 0 denote the different set between A and A 0 . Using Eq. (6) and (10), for any i ∈ A − A 0 , we have
Therefore, the bit-flip metric of the proposed SCLFlip decoder associated with E i can be written as
We call M L α (i) as the standard metric. When the list size of SCL decoder is moderate or small, for instance, L 8, we can adopt an approximation by solely considering the path with maximum
where l * = arg max
M L α (i) is defined as max-log metric. Note that for any
h / ∈ A − A 0 , one has M L α (h) = −∞.
C. PROPOSED SCLFlip DECODER AND SUPERIORITY ANALYSIS OF ITS BIT-FLIP CRITERION
The operation procedure of the proposed SCLFlip decoder is summarized in Algorithm 1. When building a bit-flip list for SCLFlip decoder, denoted by F scl , T decoded bits with the highest probability domain metric M L α (i) or logarithmic domain metric M L α (i), should be involved. For simplicity, we just use M L α (i) to denote the metric in Algorithm 1. SCLFlip decoder has to calculate the metric immediately on completion of decoding each information bit. On the other hand, SCFlip decoder only needs to calculate its metrics when the initial attempt fails. The CRC detecting procedure is compacted in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Proposed SCLFlip Decoding
Returnû N 1 and Break
To verify the superiority of the proposed bit-flip criterion, we will consider a more straightforward SCLFlip (S-SCLFlip) decoder which determines the position for flipping only based on the information of the final output path with least PM, i.e.,û N 1 [0]. To avoid abuse, here we still adopt the notations used in SCLFlip decoder for such decoder. For any l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} and any i ∈ A − A 0 , the relation between SCL(i) of S-SCLFlip decoder and SCL(0) iŝ 
Actually, compared with SCLFlip decoder, whose bit-flip criterion is proposed specifically for SCL decoder, the bit-flip criterion of S-SCLFlip decoder is similar with that of SCFlip decoder. Eq. (16) . Obviously, this decoder cannot determine the position for flipping more accurately than the proposed one which considers information of all the decoding stages, and thus it cannot offer more effective bit-flip list. This shows the superiority of the proposed bit-flip criterion for SCLFlip decoder.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS A. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
We compare the frame error rate (FER) of the proposed SCLFlip decoder to S-SCLFlip, Ca-SCL and the existing SCL-based bit-flip decoder [13] in Fig.1 and Fig.2 . A is designed based on polarization weight algorithm [16] with β = 1.1892. The code rate is fixed to 0.5 and the CRC polynomial is p(x) = x 9 + x 8 + x 6 + x 5 + x 3 + x 2 + 1 for all the schemes (r = 9). Except for Ca-SCL decoder, the list size of all the other decoders is set to 8.
In Fig.1 we consider the polar code with N = 256 and α is fixed to 0.35. We can find that the proposed SCLFlip decoder using the standard metric given in Eq.(11) with T = 10 performs better than Ca-SCL decoder with L = 16. When T = 50, the proposed SCLFlip decoder outperforms the Ca-SCL decoder with L = 32. In Fig.2 , the code length is changed to 1024 and α is fixed to 0.4. One can observe that when T = 10 the performance of the proposed SCLFlip decoder with standard metric can be very close to that of the Ca-SCL with L = 16 while with T = 50 it outperforms the Ca-SCL decoder with L = 32. The performance gain at N = 1024 is not so much impressive compared with that under N = 256. This is because 50 bit-flip attempts are already enough large for 256 input bits.
In both Fig.1 and 2 , we can find that SCLFlip decoder with the max-log metric performs slightly worse than that with standard metric, irrespective of the maximum bit-flip times T . Meanwhile, we plot the performance curves of the S-SCLFlip decoder with T = 50. One can observe that its performance is inferior to that of the proposed one, regardless of the code length. Even if the choice of α will impact performance, we can find that by just fixing α to an empirical value, it already provides desirable performance for the proposed SCLFlip decoder. It shows that the proposed SCLFlip algorithm can also provide better performance than the decoder in [13] , irrespective of N . This is because the decoder in [13] also can not utilize the information of all the decoding trajectories.
Furthermore, to verify the universality of the proposed algorithm, we enlarge the list size of SCLFlip decoder. In Fig.3 , we set code length to 256 and the list size of SCLFlip decoder is changed to 32. All the remaining parameters are kept consistent with Fig.1 , expect for α. In Fig.3 we set α to 0.37. We can observe that if the standard bit-flip metric is adopted, the performance of SCLFlip decoder with T = 10 is very close to that of the Ca-SCL decoder with L = 128. In Fig.4 , we consider the 1024 code length. α is set to 0.42. It can be found that SCLFlip decoder with T = 10 outperforms the Ca-SCL decoder with L = 32 by 0.12 dB. Moreover, when increasing T to 50, the performance gain will grow to 0.2 dB. Fig.3-4 indicate that the proposed SCLFlip decoder is valid regardless of the list size, if the standard metric is adopt. However, if we use the max-log metric, the performance gain of SCLFlip decoder is much less impressive compared with when L = 8. There is a significant performance gap compared with the SCLFlip decoder using the standard metric. This is because the list size is enlarged so much that such metric cannot be approximately equal to the standard one. 5 compares the relation between the optimum α (α opt ) with two factors of SCLFlip decoder, i.e., the FER of its corresponding initial attempt (FER-i) and list size. In [10] , parameter α was also used and the authors verified that α does not rely on N and R. Due to the similarity of Eq. (10) with Eq.(1) (underĀ i l+L [0] = {i}), we can easily conclude that α opt is also little related to N and R for SCLFlip decoder. Thus, we only consider the polar code of N = 256, R = 0.5. Both SCLFlip and S-SCLFlip decoders are considered under T = 10. α ranges from 0.05 to 1 with step 0.05. For SCLFlip decoder, it is obvious that any increase in either of FER-i or list list will cause α opt to increase. For S-SCLFlip decoder, however, we find that the changing of list size has little influence on the choice of α opt . This is mainly because it considers only one decoding path in metric calculating. In practice, it will take a lot of work to search the α opt . Fortunately, the sub-optimal values around α opt can also provide desirable performance. Finally, we discuss how the code length effects on the bit-flip algorithm. In Fig.6 , R is fixed to 0.5 and L is set to 8. The code length is increased from 256 to 16384. The standard bit-flip metric is adopted. We can find that the performance of the proposed SCLFlip decoder will be degraded as Note that the performance gain achieved by the proposed decoders still exists even if the design method of polar code is changed. This is because the bit-flip metric takes the noise realization into account instead of the information set A.
B. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
By assuming that the average complexity of SC decoder when decoding the polar code with N = 1024 and R = 0.5 is 1, in Fig.7 we plot the average normalized complexity for SCLFlip decoder with T = {10, 50}. The list size of the proposed SCLFlip decoder is 8 and the standard metric is adopted. We also plot the normalized complexity of standard SCL decoder with L = {8, 16, 32}. We can observe that the proposed SCLFlip decoder, suffers from very high computation complexity at low SNR. As SNR is increased, the normalized complexity of the SCLFlip decoder converges to that of SCL decoder with L = 8 quickly. At E b /N 0 = 1.5dB, the average normalized complexity of SCLFlip decoder with T = 50 is identical with that of the SCL decoder with L = 16. 1 Moreover, in Fig.8 we consider the worst case. Namely, when the initial attempt failed, how many extra decoding attempts, denoted by T ex , are required to give a correct decoding output by the proposed SCLFlip decoder. The code length is 256 and code rate is 0.5. The CRC polynomial is identical with the previous experiment. α is set to 0.35 when E b N 0 is no higher than 3 dB and set to 0.3 for the E b N 0 higher 1 Note than we do not consider the complexity for calculating the bit-flip metric since it is linear in N which is negligible compared with the complexity of the SCL decoder. than 3 dB. The list size of SCLFlip decoder is set to 8. Obviously, the worst-case scenario is that the extra decoding times achieve T . We can find that SCLFlip decoder can output the correct decoding results by less than two extra attempts at high SNR. If the SNR is unknown, there are still many methods to evaluate the SNR based on polar codes such as [17] .
C. DECODING DELAY
Since bit-flipping algorithm is depended on a set of successive decoding attempts, we should analyze the decoding delay. The comparison should under the condition that the list size of SCLFlip decoder is the same with that of Ca-SCL. Compare with the Ca-SCL, the average decoding latency of SCLFlip decoder is a factor of the average normalized complexity. At high SNR, the average decoding delay of the former is very close to that of the latter. Namely, the proposed SCLFlip decoder can improve the performance of Ca-SCL decoder nearly at cost of no extra decoding complexity.
On the other hand, in the worst case, if the proposed SCLFlip decoder can correct the decoding error of the initial attempt, its decoding delay should be (1 + T ex ) times of the initial Ca-SCL decoding attempt.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated a SCLFlip decoding algorithm to further improve the performance of the Ca-SCL decoder. First, we concentrated on the bit-flip criterion for SCL decoder. Then, the metric for SCLFlip decoder was given. Finally, we discussed the feasibility of SCLFlip decoder and proposed a new S-SCLFlip decoder which uses a similar bit-flip criterion of SCFlip decoder. Simulation results showed that at moderate or high SNR, the proposed SCLFlip decoder can improve the performance of SCL decoder with nearly no extra decoding complexity.
